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About This Game

An Old School Fantasy FPS

You find yourself on a small floating island. A grumpy old man introduces you to your new gained powers.
During the game you learn new spells by defeating increasingly difficult monsters.

The ultimate goal is to defeat the dragon to be able to return to reality.

The Survival Mode throws 20 increasingly difficult waves of monsters at you.
Fight for a highscore in the online leaderboard by surviving as long as possible!

Key Features

5 versatile spells as weapons

10+ enemy types in two unique environments
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Fully dynamic lighting and weather

No time wasted! Short, polished experience
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No one plays multiplayer and three of the achievements involve multiplayer.
If you're interested in getting them, make a comment on my profile and add me. I just bought this game because I loved games
like limbo but I think this one is my current favorite. the story is cool and so are the steampunk style visuals.i play it in
4800x900 so at first I couldn't see the words but the developer sure is quick on tackling bugs the only thing I could find negative
is the price haha but even that didn't bother me to much. Definitely a must have if it's on sale. The visuals are absolutely
fantastic and probably close to ground breaking in this medium, however that is where it ends for me.

I did not feel anything through the mechanics of the game other than at times boredom, which is a big problem for a game. Even
pure Walking Sims are usually set up in a way that makes their one central mechanic meaningful to the player, but with Gris I
really see no reason for why it shouldn't just be a shortfilm.

Sadly, this issue can't even be blamed on the devs just not thinking it through enough. Clearly they did put alot of thought into
what meaning every aspect of this game is supposed to have, however there is a difference between being able to point out
thematics on paper and making a player actually feel them.

Since Gris' reviews are THIS positive as of now, there is a quite a possibility for all of this being purely on me and my
subjective taste, but after all that's what Steam reviews are about anyways. A good game with great 4x4 mechanics and
simulation. It is very race oriented, but will allow you to drive in trial races which reward you based on climbing over things
rather than going as fast as possible.
The camera views are decent. The view from inside the trucks seems extremely realistic.
You have a limited amount of tuning options - suspension and ride height and tire selection. These values do make a difference
in-game.
While driving, you can select your gear, clutch is an option, you can use a winch, tire pressure is adjustable on the fly and you
can enable 4 wheel drive as well as separately lock center diff and axle diffs.
Overall - 6/10 for a racing game, but 10/10 for an offroad simulation game.. Has rapidly become my favourite roguelike

+ flexible characters: I've made warriors who were masters of toxic magic, and mages who were whirling industrial melee death
grinders
+ difficulty: yes it's hard, but 95% of my deaths have been via my own dumb stubborn SAVE ALL THE CONSUMABLES
headspace
+ Dev's attitude: constant updates and bug fixes, new stuff to find nearly every week
+ replayability: lots of characters and races to experiment with
+ cheap: like the budgie

- minor balance issues: there are OP talents and items - confusion, life spike + cannibalise, anything with speed - that can make
runs too easy
- minmaxing a character to an insane intelligence/spell power and then casting disease on a blinking opponent
- nah that's my own dumb fault as well, seriously if you like roguelikes, you're going to dig this the most. + A visual novel with
voice actors!
+ Interesting SF story
+ Excellent soundscape
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+ Good graphics
+ You're able to make choices throughout
- Repetitive walking back and forth

Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/cqn101c_2f4. I unfortunately can't recommend this game at all.
The boardgame itself is great (I'm a HUGE fan of all Fantasy Flight Lovecraft games, especially since most can be played
solitaire) and I applaud the effort to make a digitized version with automated rule implementation, BUT it has some pretty
glaring problems that completely change\/break how the game was designed. In no particular order:

 The Ancient One fight phase of the game is completely missing, which is a major part of the game and one that can
give some serious fun in "clutch win" situations. It's not all that different of a mechanic either, so its lack of inclusion is
baffling.

 Devoured (ie killed\/insane) investigators aren't replaced with new ones as they are supposed to be, making the game
significantly harder than it should be. In other games this wouldn't be too much of a problem, but FF Lovecraft games
are insanely difficult to begin with.

 Decks are randomized each time a card is returned to them, meaning you'll run into repeat adventures\/items\/etc.
sooner than you should (the rules are very specific to put it on the *bottom* of the deck for this very reason).

 All the flavor text on cards and monsters is missing.

 Dice locking and securing (key parts of the game) are both really broken. Missing functionality, confusing usage, etc...
it's a total mess.

 Incorrect rule implementation regarding usage of the yellow\/red dice. Example: you can have more than 1 yellow die at
times... a physical impossibility in the physical version and an intentional rule design.

 Monster placement is automatic (it shouldn't be) and how that mechanic works in relation to (potentially) replacing
adventure requirements isn't visible... effectively removing one of the strategic elements of the game.

 Instead of using the actual cards, they changed everything into a unique look\/interface\/etc... and it confuses more than
helps and adds a ton of clicks to find out basic info that should normally be perfectly legible at a glance.

 A ton of other problems, but you get the idea...
I don't usually leave negative reviews and if I didn't know the physical game so well I'd never realize what was
missing\/changed\/broken... but this is marketed as a digital version of the board game when it simply isn't. Too much
was cut, too much was changed\/broken, and in the end it ends up as a very inferior product that does a disservice to the
fan-freakin-tastic board game.. I hate board games. I really, really hate them. And I'm not even the best player on the
board. But I'm writing this so 1. that at least some of my fellow players\/audience members can learn about it, and 2. that
at least some of my fellow players\/audience members can be put in jail by it. And believe me, I've been put in jail
multiple times my entire life. But I always end up winning anyway, because luck's like that. Anyway, this is a great and
fun board game. Even though there is luck involved, it's pretty rare to get truly "grounded" in 30 seconds flat and
become "incapacitated" by it. This game has a very unique design style and a ton of little tricks up its sleeve, which
makes it tons fun to play. The game's been around for a while and I've played a ton of it, so I've got a decent idea of
what to expect.. Has potential. Need's more players and work on balancing.. I really enjoy this game!
I was part of the early Alpha of Deathgarden and dropped the game afterwards since I just didn't really get into it. Still I
kept in touch with their Twitter and was happily awaiting the rerelease. And here it is!
Great work. I think it's a game that is easy to pick up, but it's hard to be "really good". Which is a positive thing to me, I
love playing games where I have to practice abit.
The maps are great for chases,there are different weather conditions such as rain, fog, sunlight, and night\/day. They put
alot attention to detail in the maps!
There is an ingame level-up system, you can upgrade weapons\/abilities or unlock certain abilities with a playtime
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currency. I think that's a great idea and it keeps you going. On top of that there are challenges, some easy, some very
difficult to do.
Every character comes with their own ability, eg. a Hunter can set up mines, the other Hunter is able to cloak for a few
seconds \/ Scavenger throws smoke \/ cloaks \/ heals. It's fun to try all of them, unlock them with playtime and see which
character fits your personal playstyle the most.

Totally recommend this game.
If you didn't like the game back then, just try it again. I think this game definitely deserves your time!
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Thought it was a game, but it was a VR short story\/movie. A truly beuatifully made VR short that shows the capabilities of VR
as a cinematic experience. A very beautifully told story that went in some directions I really didn't see coming, great camera
work, lighting and overall atmosphere.

We need more VR movies of this quailty it adds so much more to the experience it is unreal. The Great C is perfectly showing
that VR not only works great for games but also for movies.
The Great C is a clear recomandation!
. A really fun challenging game! for the price it is totally worth it! I don't think i have played a game like this ever before. It can
be frustrating, but rewarding when you make progress. There is one glitch i found where you fall through the floor, but overall it
plays really well. I recommend it!. GunGirl 2 is a pretty neat platformer about a gungirl or gundude. Other than its pretty gory
there is not much more to say, besides its free so you can try it yourself now.. I thoroughly enjoyed Lake Ridden. The art and
music creates a great atmosphere and the puzzles were interesting and varied. It was an interesting story, driving me forward
through the game. Would definitely recommend to anyone who enjoys this genre! :). When do I see this DLC? I have it installed
but do not see it yet?. Way better than Gang Beasts. Hopefully more people come to play! You can dab on 'em.. Un gioco molto
simpatico e richiede anhce molta concentrazione per superare molti livelli. Awesome and funny game!
If you like zombie games it\u00b4s a must!
If don\u00b4t try it anyway \u00b4cause it\u00b4s really enjoyable and addictive!

10\/10. I still have the original CDROM.. It was the first game I bought. I bought the steam version for nostalgic reasons.. It was
a pretty nice game back then. The story isn't bad and the music is nice. The voice-acting is good, especially when you think of
the time this was made.
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